Let the Farming Begin!
There are things in this world we choose to treasure, things that fulfill us and keep us moving forward
with resolve and passion. The responsibility to our principles is something we all strive for, and as we
look into another beautiful vintage with a dedicated team of craftsmen, we chose to prioritize our
dedication to earth friendly farming and sustainability. Sounds like a couple of buzz words, until you
really dive into what we have been lately. From switching our closures to something plant based that
has no carbon footprint, to planting biodynamic plants to later use as fertilizer, and even to our tasting
room as we move forward with organically farming our own gardens in partnership with Zazu
Restaurant and Farm. We are looking forward with a consciousness for our children, and the
generations that follow them. Our first step in looking at our packaging was seeing the cork as a
tradition. We don’t, however, think that us paying top dollar for a 10% chance that you may open a
bottle in your home that is either corked or flawed is acceptable. We don’t see why you should not
have the utmost trust in our ability to deliver the highest quality to your dinner table. That is why in
working with Nomacorc, we have begun to use a sugarcane fiber cork that is fully recyclable, carbon
neutral, and guaranteed to never be corked. This is because TCA, or cork taint, doesn’t exist naturally
in sugar cane. This means no water associated with steaming the corks clean, no bottle variability, all
while maintaining the satisfaction of breaking out your corkscrew to pop open a bottle our Davis
Family Vineyards. We have also begun to plant our own biodynamic preparations. These are a core of
about ten vital plants to be harvested in service to fertilizing and managing pests with ingredients
sourced entirely from the place they will be used. This means no foreign chemicals will be used, and
these vines will be given the absolute highest quality nutrients that money simply cannot buy. They
will also carry over the management of our organic garden lounge at the tasting room in Healdsburg.
Any excess we have after properly feeding the vines will improve the succulence of every tomato in
your Zazu BLT, or the sweet juiciness of your beet salad as you play a round of bocce ball. We are
challenging ourselves to try and provide everything for a successful farm-to-table restaurant right here
in our backyard! This is why when we look into our backyard, we see our family and our children
playing. We see a world where they run through the forest like we all did, seeing wild animals and
climbing trees, just to get a glimpse of the wild within each of us.
From Our Vineyards and Our Hearts,
Cooper Davis

2015 Starr Ridge Pinot Noir
Starr Ridge is the warmest of all our vineyard sites, which makes it
our first pick every year. This, is tandem with 2015 being a droughtinfluenced vintage, delivers concentrated fruit character and
mouth-watering acidity. What is usually a much more bold
personality, the 2015 Starr Ridge is one of multifaceted character
and hedonistic complexity that makes every sip too small and every
bottle disappear quickly. The nose leads with juicy red raspberry
into wild strawberry, with subtle boysenberry nuances. The nose is
finished by a high note cola aromatic with touches of caramelized
brown sugar. Raspberry remains at the core on the palate, with
seamlessly integrated acidity and silky tannins on the midpalate,
finishing with a long finish of red raspberry and juicy red fruit. Enjoy
this truly special vintage of incredible Starr Ridge Pinot!!

2015 Campbell Ranch Pinot Noir
Perched high above the Pacific Ocean near the town of Annapolis,
the Campbell Ranch vineyard produces a wine defined by its cool
climate and long growing season. The lower temperatures keep
the fruit on the vine much longer than the majority of Sonoma
County, causing the red fruit to mature to a much darker palette.
The cool climate is also the main cause of its high note, elegant
acidity that beautifully holds this silky dark fruit Pinot together. It
is laden with refined yet succulent cassis berry, with fennel bulb
and warm rooibos tea spices. Delightfully bright, elegant coastal
acidity that brings focus to mouth watering salinity. Finishing
gracefully with long finish of Santa Rosa Plum, lightly nuanced
with black licorice. This Sonoma Coast classic may very well be the
best vintage ever produced, so savor it and be sure to get more
before it runs out!

2015 Throne
This delicious blend of 58% Grenache, 28% Syrah, and 14%
Mourvedre is by far one of the most luscious and aromatic red
blends we have produced. Aged in large format oak to reduce
barrel contact and express the perfume of the red fruit, this Rhone
style wine is a true expression of our precision farming and natural
winemaking style. Cool climate Grenache balances dense red fruit
with luscious rose petal aromatic against the juicy blackberry and
dried herbs du provence coming from the Syrah and Mourvedre.
Dark fennel seed and black licorice give an herbal balance to such
a mouth watering red blend. Complex but diverse in fruit, this
incredibly well balanced GSM blend is much more reminiscent of
the aromatic Cote du Rhone style than the heavier Chateauneuf
du Pape. This is definitely a treasure that should be hoarded!

